Here we are in full swing of the summer season
for Real Estate and I keep getting asked if the real
estate market is changing…

Well, I have 2 small and ONE BIG observation to share with you!

#1.
#2.

#3.

Interest rates have gone up over the last year but are still historically low. I don’t think they have had
a huge effect on the market... yet. They are projected to go up again but not substantially.
Home Inventory has picked up some for the summer but we are still generally low. I am still seeing
multiple offer situations with some homes and price points, and in general, it’s competitive for
buyers. HOWEVER, It’s really important note that this varies by price range and style of home and
specific areas! These criteria can skew expectations when you aren’t comparing apples to apples!
Make sure you compare your apples with other people's apples! Which leads me to my last big
point…
THE BIG ONE. Ok, here is the biggest observation I’ve been tracking over the last several weeks and that is
Price Reductions! I am seeing a huge increase in the amount of price reductions happening with listings
on the market right now as compared to months ago. I am literally seeing almost half the amount of new
listings have price reductions on a near daily basis. To me this is more than just some homes that have
issues and are more difficult to sell. This is an indication of something happening in the market.
-----So...Is this an indication of the market actually starting to change/stabilize or is it more of a result
of people overpricing because of the way the market has been and the expectations sellers have?? Maybe
it’s a little of both and importantv to take note! Either way this is not a drastic change and I’m keeping a
close eye on it and will keep you updated!!

In Summary…It is still a strong market overall and will be for a while yet. I don’t see any drastic changes coming anytime
soon. Sellers are still getting a lot of equity out of their homes and buyers are still finding great opportunities and
even more so now. It is still a great time to sell and it’s starting to get better for buyers! Be encouraged!
As always, please let me know if you have any real estate needs or questions! I would be more than happy to talk
through your situation and help anyway I can…

Thanks so much!
Bryson
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